
Ever since 2016,
the Menlo Park
Historical
Association has
been called upon to
participate in
Victorian Days
walking tours
conducted during
July-August in San
Mateo County.
With COVID still
an issue, this year,
as with last, MPHA conducted a video tour. This year it was of Holy Cross Cemetery,
27 minutes long. Here’s the link to type into your browser:
https://historysmc.org/victorian-days-walking-tours/

In the meantime, take a cell phone photo of our application form (below) and
email it to a future MPHA member!
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In my last membership message, I expressed an
optimistic outlook for emerging from the pandemic.
Regrettably, it seems we need to accept the fact that
many challenges remain, and we still have a way to go. 

Nonetheless, the efforts your board has undertaken
to increase the visibility of the MPHA continue to
generate results. 

Several downtown “Menlo Memories” pop-up
displays have already been installed in two of the
three Santa Cruz Avenue information kiosks, and
another major installation should be in place in the
storefront windows of the former Village Stationers
location by the time you read this.

The website enhancement project has begun, and
we hope to have it completed and ready for “prime
time” sometime in the last quarter of the year.

An increased utilization of our social media
platforms – the MPHA website and Facebook page –
to communicate with the membership and the
community at large seems to be generating an
increase in new members.

In addition, planning is underway for our 50th
Anniversary celebration event to be held this fall at
Burgess Park. We’re very excited about how this is
coming together but realize that pandemic restrictions
may play a role in the scope of activities. So please
stay tuned in for additional information as we finalize
the details. 

Speaking of staying tuned-in … To increase our
ability to make information and “breaking news”
available in real-time, if we don’t have your email
address, please send a message to
mphistorical@yahoo.com so we can update your
membership information and keep you “in the loop.”
Thanks!

Finally, while your Board serves at your pleasure,
we are, at the end of the end of the day, all volunteers.
With so many different initiatives underway and
others “in the queue,” we can always use, and would
welcome, the participation of our members. Your

time, energy, and expertise (we’re all experts at
something) will help us fulfill our mission to preserve,
archive, and make available to all of you and our
community the city’s rich and diverse history.

Please take good care and remember to offer a
smile (even if it is only with your eyes) to those you
encounter. We are all in this together and many are
fighting hard battles we know nothing about. A smile
can make a big difference!!

President’s 
Message
Tim Johnston 

Sandy Pachaud,
MPHA Board Member

Sandra Pachaud
(Sandy) was born at the
Hoover Pavillion hospital
and raised in Menlo Park.
Sandy is a third
generation Californian
and grew up in the
Willows where she still
resides. She attended
Willow School and
Menlo Oaks junior high. 

Sandy’s father, uncle, and a cousin were Menlo
Park firefighters. Her dad, Ray Pachaud, was a
captain who taught CPR in the old
schoolhouse/museum building that was relocated to
the Oak Grove station. He also worked part-time
for the Menlo Park Recorder.

Sandy’s mom, Doris, was active in the Nativity
church as a prayer-chain volunteer. Both her
parents grew up on dairy farms which is probably
why Sandy raises chickens and loves to garden. 

In her youth, Sandy was an age-group swimmer
and participated in the annual MP Kiwanis–
sponsored swimming and diving competition. She
met many lifelong friends through her swimming
passion. 

Sandy was a dental hygienist for 40 years,
working both in PA and MP. Sandy’s partner, David
Blackman, is also a MP native. Sandy has two
grown sons, Ryan and Keegan. 

In her spare time, Sandy enjoys, traveling,
entertaining, reading, bike riding, and do-it-
yourself projects.
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(Note: Part I was Bridge #1 on Junipero Serra Blvd
in the April-June 2021 issue)
Sand Hill Road (#2 and #3)

Menlo Park’s Vine Avenue is shown connecting
with the Mayfield-Searsville Road on an 1876 map.
The Mayfield-Searsville Road came northward and
crossed San Francisquito Creek (SFC) on a vehicular
wooden bridge as the road continued westward to the
town of Searsville. The town was replaced in the
1880s by a reservoir. Annexation into Palo Alto
swallowed up Mayfield in 1925.

In 1876, Leland Stanford purchased existing farms
on the Santa Clara County side of the creek. He also
acquired a small parcel on the north side where he
had cottages built A narrow footbridge followed the
Searsville Road from Roble Hall and crossed the
creek to the cottage land. 

West Menlo was where the University Heights
subdivision was mapped in 1889. Stanford University
was then well under construction. Another similarly
named tract, University Park, including Leland and
Stanford Avenues, was developed nearby with small
lots in 1906. Vehicle access to the then-young town of
Palo Alto had to go around the university, however.
Cars were prohibited on campus by Jane Stanford.
The restriction remained until 1908, three years after
her death.

Rusty and decrepit, the Roble footbridge was
removed in 1929. At the same time, the old wooden
wagon bridge suffered a catastrophe when a
sightseeing Gray Line bus broke through the wooden

deck, also in March 1929. Crews worked frantically
to pour a new concrete bridge in time for the Big
Game at Stanford that year. That bridge was replaced
(#2) in 1955 to provide access to the newly built
Stanford Shopping Center. The road was formerly
called Willow Road, as it generally lined up with
Willow Road in the Menlo Park Willows area, but the
two roads were never cross-connected. The Stanford
side was later renamed Sand Hill Road as it lined up
with the existing road of the same name.

Just north on El Camino, the first unit of the
Stanford Park development was mapped in 1907.
With Jane Stanford having passed and no longer a
trustee, the developers had hoped to be able to bridge
some of the streets into the university lands, creating
their own collegiate residential neighborhood. But no
bridges were ever built. 

On the Menlo Park side, the large Maywood Estate
was developed within the city limit line at San Mateo
Avenue, named perhaps for also being the
unincorporated county line. The street deadends at the
creek with no provision for a turnaround, implying an
eventual street bridge. None was ever built, at least not
for automobiles. A wooden bridge was constructed in
1977 over the creek some 20 feet below. In 1999, it
was replaced by the current steel structure (#3).

(Continued on page 4)

Bridges of the San Francisquito, Part II
By Bo Crane

#2 Sand Hill Road #3 San Mateo Drive



El Camino Real (#4 and #5)
When the Portola and later Anza expeditions

traveled through in the late 18th century, the
Peninsula was filled with several Ohlone villages and
several trails, made by game and hunters. Returning
to San Diego, Portola camped where El Palo Alto
Park is today. When Anza came up the Peninsula from
the south, the tall, twin-trunked redwood tree was
visible from miles away as only lower oaks inhabited
the plains. The redwood was dubbed “Palo Alto” for
its single stick-like (palo) trunk and towering height
(alto). As old as the tree is, well over 1,000 years, so
is the channel that came first. The tree likely sprouted
from a seed, perhaps washed onto the bank at high
water.

The main road from Redwood City initially
followed what is now Middlefield Road, which had an
earlier wooden bridge. But after that bridge washed
out, a new north-south bridge was built upstream near
the tall redwood.

That road had a wooden bridge built over the creek
in 1852. Two Irishmen purchased land on the west
side of the road, north of the creek, naming their
ranch “Menlo Park.” They knew that a nearby
railroad line had been surveyed. But they soon gave
up their ranch when the railroad company couldn’t

acquire funding. A rail line wasn’t built alongside the
road until 1863. Work halted at the creek while a
wooden RR bridge was being built over SFC. During
the delay, the construction camp became known as
“Menlo Park,” named after lettering painted on a
nearby ranch’s arched gateway (now re-created at the
library). In 1876, Leland Stanford purchased existing
farms on the south side of the creek, across the road
from the tree. He established a horse breeding and
racing ranch, his Palo Alto Stock Farm, named for the
nearby tree and later extended to the adjacent
subdivision. The time needed in bridging the creek
alongside the tall redwood therefore led to the naming
of both the Menlo Park and Palo Alto towns.

In 1886, high water and winds caused one of the
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Bridges 
(continued from page 3)

#4 El Camino Real looking south, 1924

#5 Plaque on El Palo Alto Park Bridge



trunks to fall into the creek. The Stanfords had the
bank supported with a brick wall in order to save the
remaining trunk. The wall later was concreted. The
road bridge was replaced by a steel concrete bridge in
1913. The current bridge (#4) had a 1930 date
imbedded on the west side abutment; “1955” is still
faintly visible, in blackened numbers sideways on the
southeast abutment, which was created when that side
of the bridge was widened. 

An all-steel pedestrian/bicycle bridge (#5) is just
east of the railroad bridge. It was dedicated in July
2001 in the memory of former Menlo Park mayor, Ira
E. Bonde, who also served on the creek’s Flood
Control Committee. The bridge connects both sides of
El Palo Alto Park, both sides maintained by Palo Alto. 

Bryant Street Bridge (#6)
In 1888, Mary Sherwood Hopkins granted her

adopted son, Timothy, her large estate on the south
side of the creek, property that included the former
campsite of Portola and Anza. In cooperation with the
Stanfords, who had dedicated their farm for a
university in memory of their son, Timothy Hopkins

purchased downtown wheat fields that he mapped in
1889 as “University Park,” later marketed as “Palo
Alto.” While developing his Menlo Park estate, called
Sherwood Hall, into a large- scale nursery, Hopkins
had a private bridge crossing built at the end of Palo
Alto’s Bryant Street. The bridge had tall, massive
wooden sides, giving it the appearance of being
covered, and was gated. Hopkins died in 1936 and his
widow in 1941. The Sherwood Hall mansion,
uninhabited since the 1906 earthquake, was soon torn
down as was the bridge in 1942.

The Hopkins property was eventually divided into
many uses, including Menlo Park’s civic center. The
other side of the creek became the backyards of the
Linfield Oaks tract, first subdivided in 1950. At a
huge bend, the remaining creekside property became
commercial property, including the lot acquired by
Sunset Magazine on the corner of Middlefield Road.
The Willow Place cul-de-sac was built in 1954. In the
1970s, another pedestrian/bicycle bridge (#6) was
installed, connecting the stub street to Palo Alto
Avenue as it angles over to Bryant Street. 
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#6 Bryant Street-Willow Place Bridge

(continued on page 6



Middlefield Road (#7)
Middlefield Road was once the main road from

south of Redwood City to Mountain View in the
South Bay. When California was part of Mexico,
Mexican travelers up and down the Peninsula stayed
at the houses of friends. But with increased travel
resulting from the gold rush and statehood, inns were
required, spaced far apart. The inns became stage
stops, but stagecoaches were unable to ford San
Francisquito Creek (SFC) during high water. Bridges
were built from close- by timber. The road was once
known as “El camino in en media” and then “Middle
Road,” which had the first SFC bridge. When the
bridge collapsed around 1850, no replacement was
built for another 50 years. Instead, travelers rerouted
south from Redwood City along what is now El
Camino Real (ECR).

The difference in the two routes is that Middlefield
Road through Menlo Park is fairly level from
Redwood City until it crosses the creek and descends
gently into Palo Alto. However, ECR rises steeply up
from Harvard Avenue in Menlo Park to the bridge
crossing of SFC, then plateaus into Palo Alto. 

The 1901 and 1904 Sanborn maps for Palo Alto
show a narrow single-lane bridge over Middlefield
that angles from Menlo Park to Palo Alto, as the road

still does today. The same narrow bridge
configuration is shown at the Bryant Street and ECR
crossings. A single-lane bridge may have actually
been the case for each of the three bridges as the
automobile had not yet arrived on the Peninsula at the
time of the maps.

The current concrete bridge (#7) over Middlefield
was built in 1936. It is now more tunnel under the
road than bridge over it as no railings currently exist
above road grade. A “Middlefield Crossings” plaque
is mounted on a short stone monument at the turn to
Palo Alto Avenue.

Pope-Chaucer Street Bridge (#8)
The 1888 map created by Timothy Hopkins of what

became Palo Alto shows Chaucer Street dividing into
Pope and Marlowe Streets, forming a Y as Chaucer
crossed north of University Avenue. 

When the Menlo Park side of SFC was developed
as the North Palo Alto subdivision in 1907, a wooden
bridge was built to span Pope Street across SFC. The
developers were hoping to annex their map into Palo
Alto, but the county line prevented that. At that time,
the eastern city limit of Menlo Park was Middlefield
Road.

The wooden bridge was replaced in 1948 by a
concrete bridge (#8). Menlo Park soon annexed the
neighborhood, stopping eastward. (For that reason,
the University Avenue crossing farther east of the
creek is between Palo Alto and East Palo Alto rather
than with Menlo Park.) Meanwhile, Marlowe Street
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Bridges 
(continued from page 5)

#7 Middlefield Road
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was relocated farther east, eliminating the Y. The Palo
Alto residents on the block-long Pope Street south of
the creek later successfully petitioned to have their
street name changed to Chaucer Street so that Pope
Street now begins at SFC and not University Avenue.

In February 1998, flood waters rose above the
Pope-Chaucer Street Bridge, backing up and spilling
mostly into Palo Alto, flooding hundreds of homes.
Menlo Park property damage in the area of the bridge
was mostly limited to bank erosion. (Farther
downstream, East Palo Alto also had houses flooded.)
A third channel under Freeway 101 was constructed
in 2019—south of the Menlo Park boundary—
lessening the threat of flooding upstream. As with
Middlefield, the Pope-Chaucer Street span is also
more tunnel than bridge. A flood wall has been added
above the upstream opening to allow high water to
temporarily pool before hopefully subsiding prior to
overtopping the wall.

Eight bridges in five miles span the 1,000-plus-
year-old channel that has defined Menlo Park’s
eastern boundary for the last 170 years.

Credits
Much of the information in this article and previously
Part I is taken from a series of “Under Menlo”
articles that former MPHA President and Board
Member Jym Clendenin had published in InMenlo
from November 4, 2010, to April 5, 2011; as well as
an “Under Menlo” article regarding the railroad
bridge in the same series by Linda Hubbard,
December 28, 2010.

#8 Pope Street Bridge, 1907

Middlefield Crossing

#7 early Middlefield Bridge
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Thank You
Business Members!

Lasky Trade Printing
Menlo Atherton Auto Repair 

Shypulski & Associates
Sinnott & Co. Architecture & Construction

West Bay Sanitary District 

Thank You
to Our New Members!

Mary Atwater
Gail Blesi

Michael Genevro
Thalia Lubin (life)

Richard Main
Terry McCaffrey

~ Thank you! ~

Become a Member of MPHA
Join by sending in your name plus mailing and

email address to MPHA, 800 Alma St, 
Menlo Park, CA, 94025-3445.

Enclose check payable to MPHA.

Annual Membership:
Residential . . . $ 20.00
Business . . . . . $ 100.00
Lifetime . . . . . $ 200.00
TO ALL MEMBERS:

Please send your current email address to
mphistorical@yahoo.com

MPHA 50TH ANNIVERSARY:
Celebration to be held at Burgess Park 

Saturday October 16, 2021, 1:00 PM-5:00 PM
MPHA ANNUAL/MEETING DINNER:
Sunday November 21, 2021, Vallombrosa,

250 Oak Grove Ave, dinner price, time TBD.

Dennis Martin tombstone Holy Cross Video Tour, 
see p. 1  


